Abstract-A new recursive block-matching motion estimation algorithm with only eight candidate vectors per block is presented. A fast convergence and a high accuracy, also in the vicinity of discontinuities in the velocity plane, was realized with such new techniques as bidirectional convergence and convergence accelerators. A new search strategy, asynchronous cyclic search, which allows a highly efficient implementation, is presented. A new block erosion postprocessing proposal further effectively eliminates block structures from the generated vector field. Measured with criteria relevant for the field rate conversion application, the new motion estimator is shown to have a superior performance over alternative algorithms, while its complexity is significantly less.
seems, due to the complexity of the motion estimator, to be by far too expensive for consumer television applications, probably for a long time to come. The existing simpler, albeit still expensive [ 131, motion estimation algorithms [14] - [16] , on the other hand, cause artifacts in the up-converted images that are considered to be worse than the blur due to nonmotion compensated field rate doubling. To illustrate the above, Fig. 1 shows the blur effect of a field repetition algorithm on a sequence, showing a girl (Renata) moving in front of a zooming and panning camera. With motion compensation techniques this blur, which increases with increasing speed, can be eliminated in many picture parts, as shown in Fig. 2 . However, the perceptual effect of the errors, which is clearly visible in Fig. 2 , started the thinking about a new motion estimation method specifically suitable for field rate conversion. It was concluded from the pictures in Figs. 1 and 2 that a strong local distortion seems worse than a global degeneration, even when the latter option yields a significantly higher mean squared error. The starting hypothesis for the present research, therefore, was that the generated velocity field should be smooth in the first place, and that accuracy, at least initially, could be considered to be of secondary importance. Consequently, the algorithm must contain elements that impose a smoothness constraint on the resulting motion vectors. On the other hand, the additional constraints should not lead to a computationally complex algorithm, such as that known from computer vision research [17] . The hardware consequences, if possible, should be taken into consideration from the very beginning of the algorithm design.
1-D RECURSIVE SEARCH
The block-matching algorithms that are most attractive for VLSI implementation limit the number of candidate vectors to be evaluated. This can be realized through recursively optimizing a previously found vector (prediction) . This vector can be a spatially [16] or a temporally neighboring result [ 151. The performance of these algorithms in the application of field rate conversion, however, proves to be rather poor. Fig. 2 , e.g., was obtained apply-ing the one-at-a-time search of [16] . The resulting smoothness of these algorithms is insufficient; this is assumed to be caused by the large number of evaluated candidate vectors, located around the spatial or temporal prediction value. This can cause strong deviation from this prediction, i.e., inconsistencies in the velocity field, as the vector selection criterion applied in block matching (minimum match error) is no guarantee for obtaining true motion vectors. A more successful algorithm for obtaining true motion vectors, phase plane correlation [ 181-[20] , allows the match-error criterion to select only between a very limited number of very likely candidate vectors. Similarly, if spatially or temporally neighboring displacement vectors are believed to reliably predict the displacement, a recursive algorithm should enable true motion estimation, if the amount of updates around the prediction vector is limited to a minimum. The updates were originally [21] arranged around the prediction value, similar to the candidate set C S ' " ( x , t ) in the last (Nth) step of 2-D logarithmic search, according to [22] . The spatial prediction however, was excluded from the candidate set:
where L is the update length, which is measured on the frame (pixel) grid, = (X, YIT is the position on the block grid, t is time, and the prediction vector E'- '(z, t ) is selected according to:
experiments indicate little sensitivity of the algorithm to this parameter. The prediction vector D ' -' ( X , t ) is a previously calculated displacement vector taken from a position spatially adjacent to the current block. Many options can be thought of that are completely analogous to options mentioned in, e.g., [231, and [24] for the pel-recursive algorithms: The result from the block at the left-hand side, the block above, the best of these two, or a weighted average of resulting vectors in a spatial neighbourhood can be considered. We will return to the subject later and conclude here with the general relation between the (one) spatial prediction vector (from now on indicated with S(&,t> rather than D'-I(X,t)), and the vectors previously calculated:
where (SDI 2 0 and SD, 2 0) points from the center of the block from which the prediction vector is taken to the center of the current block.
2-D RECURSIVE SEARCH
A recursive search block-matching algorithm as discussed thus far has the drawback of one-dimensional convergence. Hence, at boundaries of moving objects a run-in occurs, which visibly deteriorates the contours when the vectors are applied for temporal interpolation of pictures. It is already well known from pel-recursive techniques (e.g., [23] ) that, with predictions calculated from a two-dimensional area or even a (motion compensated) three-dimensional space, the convergence can be improved considerably. In this section, a new two-dimenand the candidate set is limited to a set CS"":
The resulting estimated displacement vector D(x, t >, which is assigned to all pixel positions, = (~, y )~, in the block B ( X ) of size X * Y with center X:
equals the candidate vector _ C ( X , t ) with the smallest error e(_C, X, t ) :
( 5 ) Errors are calculated as summed absolute differences (SAD):
where F ( x , t ) is the luminance function and T the field period. The block size is h e d to X = Y = 8, although sional prediction strategy is introduced that, in contrast to known techniques, does not dramatically increase the complexity of the hardware. The fundamental difficulty with a one-dimensionally recursive algorithm is that it cannot cope with discontinuities in the velocity plane, as those occurring particularly at the boundaries of moving objects. The first impression may be that smoothness constraints exclude good step response in a motion estimator design. The dilemma of combining smooth vector fields with a good step response can be circumvented, however, as will be shown in this section. The method was earlier published in [211 and [251. Let us assume that the discontinuities in the velocity plane are spaced at a distance that enables convergence of the recursive block matcher in between two discontinuities. When this assumption is satisfied, the recursive block matcher yields the correct vector value at the first side of the object boundary and starts converging at the opposite (second) side. The convergence direction here points from side one to side two. Either side of the contour can be estimated correctly, depending on the convergence direction chosen, though not both simultaneously. Therefore, it seems attractive to concurrently apply two estimator processes, as indicated in Fig. 3 , with opposite convergence directions. It can then be decided which of these two estimators yields the correct displacement vector at the output. As a selection criterion, the already available S A D of both vectors can be used. Bidirectional convergence, hereinafter referred to as 2-D C, can then be formalized as a process that yields a displacement vector:
where and while Ea and gb are found in a spatial recursive process as described in Section 11, updating, respectively, prediction vectors Sa(&, t):
As indicated in (13), the two estimators have unequal spatial recursion vectors m. If the two convergence directions are opposite (or at least different, as will be discussed later), then 2-D C solves the run-in problem at the boundaries of moving objects. This is because one of the estimators will have converged already at the position where the other is yet to do so. Hence, the concept combines the consistent velocity field of a recursive process with the fast step response as required at the contours of moving objects. The attractiveness of a convergence direction varies significantly for hardware. Referring to Fig. 4 , the predictions taken from blocks 1, 2, or 3, are convenient for hardware. Block 4 is less attractive, as it complicates pipelining of the algorithm (the previous result has to be ready before the next can be calculated). Block 5 is not attractive, as the causality problem must be solved by reversing the line scan. This costs several line memories in the hardware. Finally, blocks 6, 7, and 8 are totally unattractive, as they require field memories for reversing the vertical scan direction. When applying only the preferred blocks, the best implementation of 2-D C results with predictions from blocks 1 and 3 for estimators a and b, respectively. The angle between the convergence directions can be enlarged by taking predictions from blocks P and Q in Fig. 4 (equally attractive for hardware), though the spatial prediction distance then increases. This was, however, found to perform worse experimentally than 2-D C with the predictions taken from blocks 1 and 3. A solution for the suboptimal situation of the convergence directions turns out to be necessary and will be discussed in the next section. Fig. 5 shows the convergence directions for the preferred design, applying the most convenient spatial predictors.
IV. 3-D RECURSIVE SEARCH
Both estimators (a and b) in the algorithm thus far produce four candidate vectors each (C,) by updating their spatial predictions S a ( X , t ) and .Sb(X, t). The best candidate, selected with the S A D criterion, is assigned as the resulting displacement vector Q ( x , t ) to all pixels in the block B ( X ) of size X * Y and centered at X in the present field. The spatial predictions were selected to yield two perpendicular diagonal convergence axes:
The suboptimal situation arises from the assumed difficulty in obtaining convergence, which is (partly) opposite to the scanning of the pictures. There is a method that realizes convergence from the bottom to the top of the screen (see [26]). Predictions can be taken (e.g., from spatial positions 6-8 in Fig. 4 ) without causality problems if the results from a previously calculated vector field are used. The underlying assumption is that the displacements between two consecutive velocity planes, due to movements in the picture, are small compared to the block size. This assumption enables the definition of a third and a fourth estimator, c and d, in addition to the estimators a and b and also generating four candidate vectors by updating the prediction value. Selecting the predictions for estimators c and d from positions 6 and 8 in Fig. 4 , respectively, yields additional convergence directions exactly opposite to those of estimators a and b. The resulting design, however, is not symmetrical in its convergence behaviour, as the convergence speed is much lower due to the temporal component in the prediction delays of estimators c and d. Recognizing this limitation, there are simpler options to benefit from candidates taken from a previous vector field. Rather than choosing the additional estimators c and d, it is suggested here to apply vectors from positions opposite to the spatial prediction position as additional candidates in the already defined estimators. This saves hardware, as fewer errors have to be calculated. Furthermore, working with fewer candidates reduces the risk of inconsistency [271. The concept now is that a fifth candidate in each original estimator, a temporal prediction value from the previous field (E and & for estimators a and b, respectively), accelerates the convergence of the individual estimators by introducing a look ahead into the convergence direction. These convergence accelerators CAS are not taken from the corresponding block in the previous field (Q(g,t -T ) ) , but from a block shifted diagonally over r blocks and opposite to the blocks from which the spatial predictions 3, and S b result:
Increasing r implies a larger look ahead, but the reliability of the prediction decreases with increasing spatial distance ( r ) , as the correlation between the vectors in a velocity plane can be expected to drop with increasing distance. r = 2 has been experimentally found to be best for a block size of 8 * 8 pixels. The resulting relative positions are drawn in set CS,:
and CS,:
while errors are assigned to candidate vectors using the S A D criterion of equation (6). Due to the faster convergence, the CA's are particularly advantageous at the top of the screen, where the spatial process starts converging. Furthermore, they improve the temporal consistency.
V. UPDATING STRATEGY The optimization of the constant L (the update length) in the definitions (16) and (17) of the candidate sets of each estimator CS, (g, t ) and CSb(X, t ) reveals some conflicting demands. A small integer value of the update allows convergence to accurate output vectors, whereas a relatively high value is expected to enable quicker convergence. It is possible to circumvent the choice by adapting L individually for estimators a and b, e.g., to the S A D error value of the spatial prediction. This option was indicated in [21] . Alternatives, however, were investigated (see also [26] and [28] ).
It is conceivable to bring down the number of candidate vectors deviating from !j to the very limit, one only. Any other number is possible as well without losing either of the aforementioned options on the average or adding excessive complexity to determine the candidates. Apart from the zero update, only one update vector _U((X,t) is added to the spatial predictions & ( x , t ) and $ b ( g , t ) in both estimators a and b. The components of the second update originally were generated with two independent pseudorandom generators. However, experiments indicate that there is no need for these random generators, as a simple cyclic update generator realized with a counter and a look-up table (LUT) already yields good results, particularly when the counter runs asynchronously with the scanning of the blocks in a picture. For this final version of the 3-D RS block matcher that will be used in the evaluation section, the displacement range again is limited to CSmax: 
where Nb, is the output of a block counter, lut is a look-up table function, and p is not a factor of the number of blocks in a picture. For estimator b, similarly, the candidate set cSb(&, t ) is found as -while, possible from the same LUT, updates generated as
which differ from &a (&, t ) due to the integer offset added to the value of the block rate counter. The estimator n ( n = a, b ) yields a vector _D,(x, t ) chosen from the candidate set CS,(,(x,t) [see (19) and (2111 such that it minimizes the matching error:
where the match error is summed over a block B(&), defined as
The best of the two vectors resulting from estimators a and b is selected in the output multiplexer and assigned to S b ( z , t ) [ (19) and (2111 improves the performance for small stationary image parts but introduces a serious risk of disturbing the convergence. In Section VI we will return to this issue. The optimal search area will most likely reveal a symmetrical distribution of candidate vectors around the spatial prediction vector, as there is no preferred velocity direction. This can be translated into the a priori expectation that the output of the generators (the modulo p counter plus LUT) on the average should be zero. Further, the variance of the vertical update is smaller than that of the horizontal update, as large horizontal movements seem to occur more frequently than large vertical movements. It may be advantageous to adapt the distributions at the output of the update generator to, e.g., the match errors obtained, in the sense that a narrower distribution is chosen in case of small errors. These topics can be subject for further research. Good results (see the evaluation in Section IX) were obtained from an estimator with the ACS strategy where the LUT contained the following updates:
To realize a symmetrical distribution around 0 with p updates, a number of Q updates and symmetrical pairs of the other updates can be added at will to arrive at a value of p that is not a factor of the number of blocks in a field 1301.
VI. FURTHER EMPHASIS ON SMOOTHNESS
It happens that blocks shifted over very different vectors with respect to the current block contain the same information, particularly on periodic structures. A block matcher therefore will randomly select one of these vectors due to small differences in the matching error caused by noise in the picture. If the estimate is used for temporal interpolation, very disturbing artifacts will be generated in the periodic picture part. For the 3-D RS block matcher, the spatial consistency could guarantee that, after reaching a converged situation at the boundary of a moving object, no other vectors will be selected. This, however, functions only if none of the other candidate vectors that yield an equally good matching error are ever generated. A number of risks jeopardize this constraint: 1) An element of the update sets US,(&,t) and USb(&, t ) may equal a multiple of the basic period of the structure. 2) "The other" estimator may not be converged, or may be converged to a value that does not correspond to the actual displacement. 3) Directly after a scene change, it is possible that one of the convergence accelerators & (&, t ) or r b ( & , t ) yields the threatening candidate.
It is possible to improve the result, as far as risks mentioned under 1) and 3) are concerned, by adding penalties to the error function related to the length of the differ-ence vector between the candidate to be evaluated and some neighbouring vectors. This was mentioned in [31]. For the 3-D RS block matcher a very simple implementation is realized with a penalty depending on the length of the update:
For the CA's, this is not applicable, but a fixed penalty equal to CY, independent of the difference with &(X, t ) or &(&, t), proved to give satisfactory results. Experimental optimization of a led to a value equal to 0.24% of the maximum error value. Other experiments, however, indicate that fixed penalties for all updates can be applied. Optimization led to values for these h e d penalties of, respectively, 0.4%, 0.8%, and 1.6% of the maximum error value, for the cyclic update, the convergence accelerator, and the fixed Q candidate vector. This last candidate especially requires a large penalty, as it introduces the risk of convergence interruption in flat areas.
The risk mentioned under 21, however, is not reduced with these update penalties. The situation described typically occurs if a periodic part of an object enters the picture from the blanking or appears from behind another object in the image. In that situation, one of the two estimators can converge to the wrong vector value, since there is no boundary moving along with the periodic picture part to prevent this. Therefore, an experiment was This attempt to cope with the problem through linking the two estimators was based upon the following hypothesis: In the first blocks next to the horizontal blanking interval (or the "other object"), one estimator will be converged, whereas the other must start from its initialization value, or from the velocity of the other object. Usually this will result in a remarkable difference in the match errors e(Da, X, t ) and e@,, X, t ) of the two estimators a and b. Substitution of the spatial prediction vector of the worst matching estimator by the spatial prediction vector of the best matching estimator prevents the algorithm from converging to the wrong value. The threshold Th in (27) and (28), above which the predictions are linked, turned out to be useful, as the advantage of two independent estimators would otherwise be lost. In  [29] , an adapted version of the penalties of updating is mentioned, applying coarser quantization of the match errors in an attempt to arrive at the same goal.
MI. BLOCK EROSION TO ELIMINATE BLOCKING
EFFECTS If the motion information is limited to one vector per block of pixels, motion compensation sometimes introduces visible block structures in the interpolated picture. The block sizes commonly used in block matching are in a range that gives rise to very visible artifacts [321. A postfilter on the vector field can overcome this problem. The option was mentioned in [15] but has the drawback that discontinuities in the vector field are blurred as well. Therefore a post-operation is introduced in this section; it eliminates fixed block boundaries from the vector field without blurring contours. Furthermore, an option is found that prevents vectors that did not result from the estimator from being generated. This is attractive mainly for algorithms that yield vectors that have a poor relation to the actual object velocities. In case of a full search method, for example, it is not unlikely that the average of two vectors yielding a low match error will result in a vector that gives a bad match. The method was published in where the variables i and j take the values + 1 and -1.
To the pixels in each of the four sub-blocks B i , j ( X ) a vector E,, j(x, t ) is assigned:
The med function is a median on the x and y vector compZEnts separately:
Because of this separate operation, a new vector that was neither in the block itself nor in the neighbouring blocks, can be created. To prevent this, it could be checked whether the new vector is equal to one of the three input to the pixels in the quadrant the original vector is assigned:
(35) Fig. 7 illustrates the process, showing with shading the areas from which the vectors are taken to calculate the result for sub-block H-, the neighbouring blocks E and G, and block H itself. The block erosion can be repeated for the sub-blocks in case of large initial blocks. Each sub-block is then again subdivided into four parts.
VIII. EVALUATION TOOLS A. The M2SE Quality Indicator for Estimated Vectors
To indicate the performance of a motion estimator, often a mean square prediction error (MSE) is used, or the entropy of the prediction error. Both are objective and relevant for coding applications of motion estimation. For field rate conversion applications, however, these measures, as already mentioned in the introduction, are not very relevant. Therefore, in this section a first attempt to arrive at objective motion estimator evaluation tools for field rate conversion is presented. As the proposed criteria are new, their assumed validity will be illustrated with pictures from vector fields, which allow a subjective comparison of the performance of some of the best algorithms.
The first proposed performance indicator is a modified mean square prediction error (M2SE). The quintessence of the modification is that the validity of the vectors is extrapolated outside the temporal interval on which they are calculated. The extrapolation, because of object inertia, is expected to be more legitimate if the vectors represent true motion than if they indicate only a good match between blocks of pixels.
As illustrated in Fig. 8, displacement vectors _D(x, t ) are calculated between the previous field at time t -T and the present field at t , according to the definition given in (5) and (6). With vectors so defined, output sequences are created by interpolating each output field as the motion compensated average from two successive input fields, using displacement vectors from various motion estimation algorithms under evaluation. Interpolated output fields are thus found as To calculate the proposed performance indicator, the squared pixel differences between the interpolated output and the original input field are summed over a field excluding a boundary area and normalized with respect to the number of pixels in this measurement window. Further, the resulting figures, obtained from five different input test sequences, are averaged. Hence the resulting M2SE performance criterion can be written as (37) where the index s identifies the test sequence (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) to which the luminance function F,(x, t ) belongs and on which also F,,(x, t ) is calculated. P . L is the number of pixels in the measurement window MW that equals the entire image, excluding a margin of N pixels wide horizontally and M vertically, where M and N define the vector range of the motion estimator according to (3). To enable convergence of algorithms that include the use of temporal predictors, it is proposed to calculate the M2SE, defined in (371, in the fourth field of each sequence. This seems reasonable, as the human observer also needs some time to interpret pictures after a scene cut. The five test sequences were selected to provide critical test material and include several categories of difficulties. This broad range of difficulties was assumed to make the M2SE more meaningful, though the inhomogeneous data set obviously implies a rather high variance on the figures.
The low velocities and the fine details of the Renata test sequence (see Fig. 1 ) make it most likely that algorithms will be well converged in the fourth field, so that the M2SE measure, for this sequence, will indicate the accuracy of a method. This sequence was also applied in a version accelerated three times (highest velocity around 12 pel/T) to provide the second sequence in the test. Now the fine details and the large difference in foreground/background velocity provide a critical test for covering and uncovering situations and, in case of a recursive algorithm, the convergence speed is tested. The Car & Gate sequence (for a picture see Fig. 19 ) was applied as the third test sequence. The old car shown drives towards the camera, which is zooming out. The gate is closing behind the car. The velocities are fairly low. A picture from the fourth sequence, Roller Coaster, is shown in Fig. 9 . Fairly large displacements, up to 16 pel/T, are caused by the fast-moving train while, due to the looping, velocities in many directions occur. A stationary image part exists close to the fast-moving roller coaster. A picture of the fifth test sequence is shown in Fig. 10 , the BBC-DRUM-TEXT sequence. A stationary text, VALVO AL, was superimposed on a picture attached to a rotating drum from which a fast (11-12 pel/T), but almost uniform, motion resulted. The main difficulty here is the strong discontinuity in the velocity field, which is caused by the superimposed text. It is challenging for algorithms that presume smoothness in the displacement vector field.
B. The Vector Field Smoothness Indicator
As discussed in the introduction, it was observed for motion compensated pictures that inconsistencies in the estimated displacement vector field are a major threat to quality. Inconsistencies could spoil the result to a level where the viewer prefers simple non-motion compensated field rate conversion techniques, such as field averaging or field repetition. It was concluded that the spatial smoothness of the velocity field is of major importance. The second performance indicator proposed for the evaluation of motion estimation algorithms, therefore, is a smoothness figure S(t), defined as where & runs through all centers of the blocks within the fourth field of a test sequence, excluding the boundary for obvious reasons. Nb is the number of blocks in a field, and This smoothness figure drops in case the motion estimator under test generates a vector field with many inconsistencies. A high score on this criterion, therefore, qualifies the algorithm as good for field rate conversion applications.
C. The Computational Overhead Indicator
As a final criterion, a standardized complexity measure is defined. It concerns the operations count of the algorithm, selecting a block size of 8 * 8 pixels (if applicable), and a motion vector range of k 1 2 pel/T. The adder function is used as a unit for the operations count. Subtracters, comparison, and absolute value are assumed to yield the same complexity. Multiplications and divisions are supposed to cost 3 ops/pel, as their silicon area is approximately three times larger than that of an adder stage. This criterion can be seen as a first-order approximation of the hardware attractiveness, which makes it particularly relevant for consumer display conversion applications.
IX. EVALUATION RESULTS
In addition to the new 3-D RS design, a fairly large number of algorithms are selected to provide a reference in the evaluation. The evaluated 3-D RS algorithm includes the asynchronous cyclic search of Section V, the penalties on updating of Section VI, the block erosion of Section VII, and sub-sampling on block and pixel level as mentioned in [26] in order to further reduce the operations count. From the block-matching methods, the full search (FS) was included in the comparison, as this method probably yields the best possible result from all nonhierarchical block matchers. In order to include more hardware-attractive alternatives, the three-step and the four-step logarithmic search and the one-at-a-time search (OTS) methods were added to the reference list. Hierarchical methods are known to yield displacement vectors that correspond more closely to the true motion of objects in the image, and therefore they should reveal a better score on our quality scale. The two implementations (H2 and H3 for the two-level and the three-level, respectively) described in [34] were evaluated in the comparison. Phase plane correlation (PPC) was designed [ 181-[20] at BBC Research for the demanding professional (television studio) field rate conversion applications. Therefore, it is regarded as representing the state of the art in motion estimation for field rate conversion as far as quality is concerned. The implementation of the PPC algorithm used is the one described in [9] , though the block size was adapted from 16 * 16 to 8 * 8 pixels.
The M2SE scores of the algorithms are shown in Fig.  11 . As can be seen from the figure, FS does not yield the best possible score on the M2SE scale, which reflects the influence of the modification in the more usual mean square prediction error criterion. Two quality groups can be distinguished: a high-quality group consisting of the PPC, the hierarchical and FS block matchers, and the 3-D RS method; and a low-quality group containing the efficient search algorithms.
The standard deviation on the M2SE scores is rather high, 14 in the high-quality category and more than 50 for the algorithms in the second group. This corresponds to our expectation, as the test sequences are very different in order to include many different categories of motion. On average, the 3-D RS block matcher's M2SE score is the best of all estimators apart from PPC. However, it should be noted that the comparison of the algorithms is not entirely justifiable for two reasons. A first complication is that the hierarchical block matcher H3 is the only estimator that calculates vectors for each block of size 2*2 pixels. The other "good" algorithms have a block size of 8 * 8. The second obstacle for a fair comparison is that the PPC does not estimate between fields t and t -T , to interpolate a result at t using t -T and t + T , as proposed in subsection VIII-A. Instea'$, the implemented PPC algorithm estimates the displacements between t -T and t + T and uses these vectors to interpolate field t. This is believed to give a slight advantage to the PPC method.
The second performance indicator, the smoothness of the vector fields, has to be carefully interpreted, as no best smoothness figure can be given. It is, however, reasonable to classify an algorithm as "better" when its smoothness figure is higher, provided its M2SE figure is similar or even lower. In this sense, the graph shown in Fig. 12 clearly indicates a superior performance, in terms of vector consistency, of the 3-D RS block matcher over all alternative estimators. This is true not only on the average; it was found that the smoothness of the 3-D RS block matcher was better, for each of the (very different) test sequences, than that of any of the other tested algorithms. The smoothness score of H3 is omitted, as the smoothness criterion was designed for algorithms with one vector per block of 8 * 8 or larger. The photographs at the back of this issue show that the smoothness resembles that of PPC. These photographs, Figs. 14 to 19, show for two typical pictures the vectors generated with the four best-performing algorithms. To this end, the vectors were coded as a color, which could be shown as an overlay on the pictures. As no completely objective quality measures for motion vector fields in the application of field rate conversion are known, the figures can help illustrate the criteria introduced in this paper. Table I shows how colors and vector values correspond.
In the third comparison, the operations count of the 3-D RS block matcher, as it results from this paper, is compared with results from our reference algorithms. As Fig. 13 reveals, the 3-D RS design compares favorably, also in terms of operations count, with the algorithms listed. This is believed to be a consequence of taking the hardware considerations into account from the beginning of the algorithm design.
X. CONCLUSION A block-recursive motion estimation algorithm was proposed in this paper. The bidirectional convergence principle enabled combination of the apparently conflicting demands for smoothness and yet steep edges in the velocity field. The method turns out to be very successful, even after adaptation for simple hardware. An additional new element is the use of what we have called convergence accelerators, a special type of temporal predictor, which are shifted with respect to the current position in order to create look-ahead function in the convergence direction. A new and very efficient updating strategy, asynchronous cyclic search, was introduced. Finally, with block erosion, block structures could effectively be removed from the resulting vector field.
Using three new test criteria, the suitability of motion estimators for use in consumer television with motion compensated field rate doubling was tested. Particularly,
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Operations count the smoothness indicator for the estimated vector field together with the photographs of the visualized vector fields are believed to provide relevant information when judging the performance of a motion estimator intended for motion compensated field rate conversion. As no optimal smoothness figure is known, the M2SE criterion is believed to provide a useful instrument to verify that the smoothness constraint is not exaggerated. Finally, the operations count allowed an early indication of the hardware attractiveness. It can be concluded that the newly designed motion estimation algorithm is emerging as the most attractive of the tested block-matching algorithms in the application of consumer field rate conversion. The presented vector fields leave little room for doubting that the 3-D RS estimator outperforms all tested algorithms in the comparison, while the operations count suggests that implementation is possible for a (much) lower price. 
